Voices of the Class of 2012

Joshua Davis
Brett Cunningham
Kelly Cronic
Christian Cox
Nathan Cottrill
Aaron Clare
Soyoung Choi
Ashley Choi
Sara Cho
Jessica Chavez-Trinidad
Matthew Cancio
Britni Canada
Christopher Caddey
Natalie Brundage
Theodore Bridgman
Benjamin Bream
Mckenzie Blackner
Sloane Barton
Demietrich Baker
Beau Baker
Marshall Bailey
Jenneth Bacon-Divers
Toni Augsburger
Morgan Arrington
Aubreaunna Anderson
Asia Adona

Koreen Jebulan
James Jamison
Devyn Hunter
Chelsey Huffman
Cameron Howell
Shayli Housman
Dakarai Hightower
Samuel Herron
Brittanie Halquist
Edgardo Gutierrez
Anton Grizzle
Holly Grimm
Alexa Goodenow
Nicole George
Robert Garcia
Devin Gaffin
Ramona Fuller
Brandon Fukai
Anthony Frigerio
Jacob Frederick
Justine Francisco
Rebecca Fisher
Raymond Fell
Alex Elwell
Tawni Duckworth
Ryan Dowty
Tara Dietzen
Jessica Mendez
Christarra McIntyre
Anastasiya Mayster
Corina Matthews
Natalia Masterman
Matthew Lyons
Tanner Lemke
Jinhee Lee
Tetyana Kondratyuk
Jasmine Kling
Youngchul Kim
Dayae Kim
Amanda Kelly
Jacob Kelley
Vyacheslav Karalash
Darius Johnson-Wilson
Patrick Johnson
Natalie Johnson
Madelyn Johnsen
Sara Zurfluh
Christian Zhukovsky
Dasha Zhilkina
Shea York
Sierra Wright
Benjamin Wool
Dasia Williams
Andrina Wilkins
Nicholas Wiese
Kelsey Warren
Leah Vogt
Blake Voeller
Taylor Vation
Conner Valadez
Chaylonte Turner
Joe Ton
Krystal Tilofaga
Courtney Thompson
Jamierson Thoburn
Alexander Tess
Kaitlyn Tainer
Alexandria Stutsman
Ashlee Stine
Heidi Smith
Natasha Sioda
Samuel Siler
Kyle Sears
Simone Scott

University Place School District Salutes the Curtis High School Class of 2012

Excerpts from Commencement

Hammond

Don't let time pass you by. Forge your own path. This is your opportunity to shape your future and celebrate our long awaited coming of age. This is the moment of truth. You have your diplomas in hand, but this is just the beginning. You will face many challenges and opportunities in the years ahead. Embrace them all. You are the future of our world and it is up to you to shape it.

Malcolm Brown

You are the future of our world. You are about to leave the nest and venture into the big, wide world. You are about to embark on a new journey, a journey that will be filled with successes and failures, a journey that will test your character and values. You are about to be on your own and it is up to you to make the most of this opportunity. You are about to be on your own and it is up to you to make the most of this opportunity.

Appreciate Your Family

Tara Dietzen

Senior Class President

As you head out into the world, take a moment to appreciate the people who have supported you throughout your journey. Your family has been there for you through thick and thin, and they deserve your gratitude. Take a moment to thank them for all they have done for you.

Enjoy the Journey

Clay Angle

Alumni Coordinator

As you make your way through life, remember to enjoy the journey. Take time to appreciate the moments that make up your life, and don't be afraid to take risks and make mistakes. Life is too short to live in fear. Enjoy the journey and make it your own.

Congratulations Class of 2012!
Honors, Awards, and Scholarship Recipients

**Sara Beall**
Juniors
American River College
Honors in Social Science

**Karie Chung**
Juniors
Lowell Technological Institute
Outstanding Mechanical Engineering Student

**Kaitlyn Probert**
Juniors
University of California, Riverside
Outstanding Freshman Science Scholar; Outstanding Freshman Biology Scholar; Outstanding Chemistry Student; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Physics Student

**Ivan Dominguez**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Chemistry Student; Outstanding Physics Student; Outstanding Biology Student

**Alex Elwell**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Psychology Student

**Jennet Bacon**
Juniors
Baylor University
Outstanding Scholarship, National Merit Scholarships Foundation; Outstanding Honors Student;

**Matthew Cangio**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Computer Engineering Scholarship; Outstanding Divers Scholar; Outstanding Young Life Scholarship, Washington State University; Outstanding PacWest Scholarship, Pacific Lutheran University

**Brett Cunningham**
Juniors
Whitworth University
Outstanding Engineering Scholarship; Outstanding Engineering Student

**Kylie Furber**
Juniors
University of California, Berkeley
Outstanding Chemistry Student; Outstanding Physics Student; Outstanding Biology Student; Outstanding Mathematics Student; Outstanding Computer Science Student

**Taylor Floyd**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Political Science Student; Outstanding History Student

**Kendall Eifrits**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Poly Sci Student; Outstanding History Student

**Courtney Chojnowski**
Juniors
Western Washington University
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Ashley Choi**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Kyeun Young**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Jin Hee Lee**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Amelia Lawrence**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Biology Student; Outstanding Chemistry Student; Outstanding Mathematics Student

**Rockford Rowley**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Education Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding History Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Micah Park**
Juniors
Washington State University
Outstanding Biology Student; Outstanding Chemistry Student; Outstanding Mathematics Student; Outstanding Computer Science Student

**Lynn Post**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Education Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding History Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Tristan Temple**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Jin Sen**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

**Mackenzie Smith**
Juniors
University of Washington
Outstanding Communication Scholar; Outstanding English Scholar; Outstanding Social Studies Scholar; Outstanding Economics Scholar

** guide as a help for students in an array of other areas.**

**Additional copies of this issue of the Oak Grove newsletter are available at the district office front desk.**